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Dance, frijoles negros! From tostadas to enchiladas, tasty treats await young readers in this colorful,

rhyming ode to Mexican cuisine. With pages full of tummy-tempting foods, the books in the World

Snacks series are a delicious way to introduce even the littlest eaters to cuisines from all around the

globe.
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My kids have all four Amy Wilson Sanger books. This is their favorite. They love the rhythm, and it's

my favorite because I actually can pronounce all the Spanish words.The illustrations are fun, and

this one does include a pronunciation guide on the back for those who are unfamiliar with the

Spanish words.All of her books are just so much fun, but this one tops them out for us.

When I heard about this book, I had to have it. A book about Mexican food for kids...how great

(especially for where we live). And it is a great book. My daughters love the descriptions of Mexican

food & I love the mixture of Spanish & English. These are words used frequently in our house &

words I know my children will need to know. Even for those who don't have a firm grasp on the

correct Spanish pronunciation for all the Mexican delights, never fear -- there is a glossary on the

back cover with pronunciation guides. The artwork, however, leaves a lot of be desired. It's beautiful

for adults, but my daughters really aren't interested in it. They like to hear the words, but will turn



away from the pictures (unlike with other books where they are constantly pointing at the

illustrations & taking great notice in the details).

"Senorita Quesadilla, cheese is melting out your end."My favorite part. I have at least 4 of these

books, different foods of course. My hopes are that as my baby grows older and is possibly finicky

about food, she will remember what we read and at least try some of the pictured foods!

We just love this book series, my kids have adored these books since they were about a year old.

We're now buying a second set for a friend's baby shower. They're a great gift to buy for others as

they're a little more unusual and it's unlikely someone else will show up with the same thing.My kids

also happily eat almost anything these days and I certainly think it helps that no food was too foreign

to them thanks to this series!

I love these books! The rhyming makes the books flow nicely. My daughter loves that. They are

informative and fun. The book is sturdy ( board book) so it holds up nicely to a toddler throwing it

around.

I have several Amy Wilson Sanger World Snacks Books (all of which I love), and this one is no

exception. The graphics are bright and interesting, allowing me to introduce this book when my son

was just a few weeks old. The words are fun and have a great rhythm, which has kept him

interested as he gets older. I'm able to play with accents as I read these books aloud. This is one of

my son's favorite books (he's now 7 months old). It's also a small and thin board book, so it's easy

for him to hold and help turn pages.

My husband and I are having our first child and because of his Mexican heritage we have been

calling the baby, our little JalapeÃ±o. When I saw this I had to buy it for our little one. I surprised my

husband with it and it was so fun to hear him read it to my belly. I can't wait to read it to our baby.

One of the best board book series out there. Every time a family member or close friend has a baby,

we buy at least 4 of the different books by this author. They're super fun for parents to read,

especially since some of the board books on the market are ho-hum.
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